Protecta Sidekick SK4500

**PRODUCT FEATURES:**

- Professionally Responsible: Improves the quality of service
  - Helps reduce risk of accidental exposure

- Fully Functional: Use as a monitoring station or bait station
  - Use Trapper T-Rex Rat Snap Trap in the feeding chamber or set forward in runway
  - Large bait capacity holds up to 2 lbs. of bait and comes with vertical securing rods
  - Rigid, heavy-duty plastic polymer construction to withstand temperature
  - Compact size to fit in tighter baiting situations

- Easy to Use: Maximizes technician productivity
  - Rounded interior walls for quick clean-up
  - Bell two-prong key provides easy access without extra hassle
  - Multiple station securing options with textured base

**PRODUCT CODE**: SK4500
**CASE QTY**: 6 stations

**AN ECONOMICAL ALTERNATIVE TO NON-TAMPER-RESISTANT BAIT STATIONS**